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Abstract 
The present report contains an overview of the literature on decision tables since its origin. 
The goal is to analyze the dissemination of decision tables in different areas of knowledge, 
countries  and  languages,  especially  showing  these  that present  the  most  interest  on 
decision table use. In the first part a description of the scope of the overview is given. Next, 
the  classification  results  by  topic  are  explained.  An  abstract  and  some  keywords  are 
included for each reference, normally provided by the authors. In some cases own comments 
are added. The purpose of these comments is to show where, how and why decision tables 
are used. Other examined topics are the theoretical or practical feature of each document, 
as well as its origin country and language. Finally, the main body of the paper consists of 
the ordered list of  publications with abstract, classification and comments. 
Keywords: decision tables, expert systems, decision support systems, knowledge representation 
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Intelligence in Accounting (GIACA), November 2-3, 2000, Huelva, Spain 1. Introduction 
The purpose of this work is to give an overview of the literature on decision tables 
since its origin. Our interest is concentrated on analyzing the integration of different areas 
of  knowledge and decision tables. 
Originally, decision tables offered a  technique used to  support programming. The 
main interest was concentrated on the efficient conversion of the tables into program code. 
Afterwards, they became largely used in different domains, and the interest shifted to the 
design  of methods  for  decision  table  construction,  being  used  mainly  for  knowledge 
representation and decision support system (as will be shown later). 
The present report is structured as follows.  First, a description of the scope of the 
overview is provided in section 2.  Next, the classification results by topic are explained in 
section  3.  An  abstract  and  some  keywords  are  included  for  each  reference,  normally 
provided by the authors. In some cases own comments are added. The purpose of these 
comments is to show where, how and why decision tables are used. The examined topics are 
exposed in section 4, as their publication year, the area, the theoretical or practical feature 
of  each  document,  its  origin  country  and  its  language.  Following  in  section  5,  some 
conclusions about this work are added. Finally in section 6, the main body of the paper is 
attached,  consisting of the  ordered list of publications with abstract,  classification  and 
comments. 
2. Scope of the Overview 
A specific remark concerns the size of the literature related to decision tables. The 
overview consists of about eight hundred references. Approximately half of them 
-corresponding to the articles of the last two decades- have been annexed here. However, 
this  figure  is  far  from  exhaustive.  This  is  not  surprising  given  the  limited  size  of 
bibliographies  making it impossible  to  consult  all  documents.  Even  electronic  search 
facilities (e.g. search engines on the World Wide Web) are not able to find all documents, 
because  not  all  of them  have  been  indexed.  Thus,  the  actual  number  of documents 
discussing decision tables will be much higher. 
However,  even  taking into  account  the  above-mentioned  remarks,  an  effort  to 
capture and organize the most important documents related to  decision tables has been 
done. This compilation of documents shows that decision tables involve a broad range of 
problem solving matters going as far as transport or chemistry. A classification by areas is 
needed when somebody  aims at coping with decision  tables because it allows  a  better 
overview. The results of the research will be analyzed in the section 3. 
To  have  a  better  understanding  of the  evolution  of the  quantity  of literature 
concerning decision tables, the references are also classified per year. The following graph 
(fig. 1) presents the results. 
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Fig. 1: Number of  publications per year 
Figure 1 shows publications on decision tables throughout the past forty years. The 
two colors correspond to two kinds of documents, where red points to references we have 
found in the gray literature, and blue are documents we have located after an electronic 
research. The first ones have been extracted from a report that the international Decision 
Table Task Group of Codasyl made in 1982, in an attempt to understand why the decision 
table  had not  gained  more  interest  both within  and  external  to  the  data processing 
community. They concluded that: 
The early decision table processors and preprocessors were quite inefficient at a time 
when minimizing the use of computer memory was important. 
•  Powerful  decision  table  constructs  have  not  been  incorporated  into  commercial 
compilers which limited their availability to the general programmer. 
•  An assumption has been proliferated that decision tables are easy to use, when in fact 
this is true. only after someone has been trained in their effective use. 
•  Few  programs  have  been  training  people  in  the  effective  use  of decision  tables. 
Consequently students often receive insufficient education in the depth and scope of 
using single decision tables and multiple table systems. 
Following with the graph, in the first years, publications are especially oriented to 
decision  tables  as  an interesting tool  for  programming.  The  period  1962-75  was  very 
productive with an average of 30 publications per year, and a record of 67 publications in 
1971. 
The total number of publications we have referenced is 970,  545  related to  the 
Codasyl report and 425 to the electronic research. 
The number of publications over the years 1984 to  1999 is more or less constant, 
with an average of around 20  per year. The only exceptions are 1988 and 1994. We  are 
convinced that these deviations are coincidental. The smaller number of publications from 
1999 on can be explained by the earlier remark, namely that not all references have been 
indexed yet, which is especially true for new ones. Similar observations, but to on smaller 
extent hold for  1983 and earlier where publications may not have appeared in indexing 
mechanisms because of  their age. 
3 In  short, we can confirm  that publications  are rising  and  there is  evidence  to 
confirm the global interest of decision tables in several domains as we can see in the next 
section. 
Regarding the application area the oldest documents were dated in the beginning of 
the sixties and most of them were related to the programming area, see for  example the 
references  [91],  [255]  or  [270].  Later, in the seventies there was  more  interest for  the 
algorithms area, see for instance publications [204], [338] or [365]. At last, from the eighties 
on the focus shifted towards the knowledge representation and application areas, as in [40], 
[71] or [113]. 
3. Classification results 
The present section contains the results of our electronic research. To  simplify the 
exposition  the  classification  has  been  split  into  three  blocks:  first  according  to  the 
application area, next to the nature of the references and finally with respect to the country 
and language. 
3.1. Classification according to the application area 
A  striking  observation  from  the  decision  table  literature  is  the  diversity  of 
application areas: from expert systems to production systems (possibly automated systems 
that control the flow  of products through the factory), from medicine to legal matters. A 
wide variety of application areas has been encountered. 
The area that seems to be the most discussed is "Expert systems, decision support 
systems  and  knowledge  representation,  artificial  intelligence"  (see  fig.  2).  This  is 
comprehensible because, first of all, expert systems have been discussed a lot, and secondly 
decision tables are very well suited for use in expert systems. Expert systems and decision 
support systems are systems that help the user evaluate a situation and take a decision, on 
the basis  of some  form  of logic  representation that must be  used in order to  reach  a 
conclusion.  Decision  tables  appear  to  be  very  well  suited  for  this  kind  of situations 
(conditional logic), which is shown extensively in the referenced literature. In more recent 
years there has been a  concentration of efforts on knowledge  representation because its 
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Fig. 2: Classification according to application area 
Figure 2 reviews reported research areas on decision tables. As  witnessed by the 
graph,  a  wide variety of areas is  found.  More  technology  related  areas (programming, 
control systems, ... ) occupy the priority areas though. 
4 Sometimes, individual contributions concentrate on applications in more than one 
area. One of these areas is usually the above mentioned knowledge representation, and the 
other a diagnostic problems area such as medicine, economics or robotics. 
3.2. Classification according to the nature of  the references 
The  results  according  to  the  nature  of  the  references  are  well-balanced:  96 
documents are theoretical, while 94 others have a more practical nature. They represent 23 
and 22%  respectively of the total.  59 references  are both theoretical and practical  and 









Fig. 3: Classification according to the nature of  the references 
3.3. Classification according to country and language 
Another  classification  that is  presented  here  is  the  classification  according  to 
country and language. The latter is easy: most of the documents are in English (see fig. 4). 
They represent 85% of total. This is perfectly logical, given the worldwide use of English as 
publication  language.  The  number  of references  in  languages  other  than  English  is 
marginal, except perhaps for Dutch (10%).  The data may however be influenced by the 
sources of the references. An important source of the overview was in fact the "Excerpta 
Informatica" database of the Catholic University of Brabant (Tilburg, Holland). Given that 
this  is  a  Dutch  database,  it is  understandable  that  Dutch  documents  will  be  better 
represented. Another source is DBLP and some references have this codification. It is a 
bibliography server maintained by the Department of Computer Science of the University 
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Fig. 4: Classification according to language 
5 The  classification variety is larger when classifYing  the documents according to 
country. In fig.  5, we can see the evident importance of the United Stated as country of 
origin (47% of total), followed by Belgium (9%) and Holland (7%). The number of referenced 
countries is far larger than the number of  referenced languages. This is partly explained by 
the fact that some  countries  use  the  same  language  (Canada  and  USA;  Holland  and 
Belgium), but also by the fact that some documents are published in a language other than 
the one normally used in the country of origin, e.g. Finland, India, Israel and Italy. Another 
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Fig. 5: Classification according to country 
Finally, we include a mention to the terminology. The searching tasks were further 
complicated because the terminology in decision tables is not always the same. Sometimes 
decision tables are presented under other names, such as decision diagrams (as in [28]  or 
[33]), propositional expert systems (as in [51]), decision-table data structure (as in [180]), 
Tabular Rule-Based System (as  in  [184]),  decision-making table  (as in  [245]  or  [273]), 
decision grid chart (as in [261]), Tabular Knowledge Bases (as in [332]  or [355]), decision 
table-based controller (as in  [334]),  Tabular Knowledge  Systems (as in  [363]),  Tabular 
Knowledge-Based Framework (as in [390]), decision-table-based algorithm (as in [416]), etc. 
4. Classification 
In order to make the consultation easier, the list of publications is numbered and 
ordered by authors. This will be consulted in the fourth section. To  classifY the references 
each  document  is  provided  with  some  concepts  over  topics  that  are  assigned.  Thus, 
publications  are  categorized  according  to  the  following  five  topics:  application  area, 
character theoreticaJ/practical, year of publication, origin country and publication language. 
Further, an overview of the references assigned to  each concept in each topic is 
presented. The numbers point to the references. Some references appear more than once in 
the classification according to application area, as they relate to multiple areas, for instance 
reference 7  is categorized in the both areas of the System development and the Expert 
Systems. 
4.1. Classification according to application area 
•  Expert  systems,  decision  support  systems  and  knowledge  representation,  artificial 
intelligence: 190 
[3] [7] [8] [16] [21] [23] [25] [27] [28] [29] [30] [34] [42] [47] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [58] [59] [60] [65] [71] 
[72] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [84] [90] [92] [94] [104] [109] [111] [113] [114] [117] [118] [120] [124] [125] 
6 [127] [128] [130] [131] [136] [142] [144] [145] [146] [150] [151] [152] [153] [161] [162] [163] [166] [16 
8] [172] [173] [181] [182] [183] [184] [185] [189] [190] [191] [199] [200] [201] [202] [203] [205] [206] [ 
210] [214] [215] [219] [223] [231] [232] [236] [238] [240] [247] [248] [249] [250] [251] [259] [261] [26 
2] [265] [266] [273] [275] [282] [289] [294] [296] [298] [302] [303] [306] [309] [310] [313] [314] [319] [ 
320] [322] [323] [326] [327] [332] [333] [335] [336] [339] [340] [341] [344] [345] [347] [348] [349] [35 
2] [353] [354] [356] [357] [358] [359] [360] [361] [362] [363] [364] [369] [373] [374] [378] [379] [380] [ 
381] [382] [383] [384] [385] [386] [387] [388] [389] [390] [391] [392] [393] [394] [395] [396] [397] [39 
8] [399] [400] [401] [402] [403] [404] [405] [406] [407] [408] [409] [410] [411] [412] [415] [416] [419] [ 
420] [421] [422] [423] [424] [425] 
•  Production systems, production planning, process planning, product development: 14 
[6] [40] [62] [85] [92] [131] [134] [148] [236] [315] [323] [327] [328] [413] 
•  System development, software development: 27 
[8] [11] [33] [37] [48] [56] [61] [87] [94] [95] [106] [119] [139] [165] [192] [197] [202] [216] [221] [230] [ 
258] [272] [274] [279] [280] [325] [331] 
•  Programming, programming languages: 54 
[4] [18] [41] [48] [63] [70] [73] [74] [86] [91] [99] [102] [104] [135] [138] [140] [147] [149] [157] [168] [1 
69] [170] [176] [177] [178] [187] [188] [194] [207] [208] [198] [211] [212] [220] [225] [237] [253] [254] 
[255] [256] [257] [269] [270] [271] [277] [289] [295] [297] [311] [312] [321] [324] [366] [372] 
•  Data communication, telecommunication: 7 
[14] [68] [119] [143] [160] [226] [368] 
•  Control systems: 44 
[2] [7] [27] [36] [38] [39] [45] [46] [52] [88] [93] [96] [112] [115] [122] [125] [163] [166] [171] [186] [193 
] [201] [217] [219] [222] [229] [242] [244] [264] [265] [268] [278] [280] [285] [292] [293] [301] [314] [3 
15] [334] [337] [343] [415] [418] 
•  Databases, file management: 14 
[4] [14] [45] [55] [66] [71] [124] [148] [190] [218] [252] [277] [360] [416] 
•  Tools, CASE tools, preprocessors: 9 
[1] [5] [6] [76] [126] [134] [304] [305] [336] 
•  Algorithms: 2,7 
[67] [75] [103] [110] [140] [155] [158] [159] [174] [175] [180] [195] [204] [224] [231] [239] [241] [244] 
[263] [267] [290] [300] [329] [338] [365] [375] [416] 
•  Decision formalisms: 36 
[22] [24] [32] [37] [57] [61] [73] [82] [83] [87] [101] [102] [105] [108] [135] [167] [179] [196] [198] [218] 
[227] [243] [244] [258] [261] [264] [276] [299] [300] [330] [346] [350] [351] [354] [355] [367] 
•  Applied mathematics: 38 
[9] [10] [13] [23] [26] [27] [30] [43] [44] [45] [64] [70] [88] [98] [123] [137] [152] [154] [155] [156] [160] [ 
164] [179] [228] [234] [241] [259] [267] [268] [284] [285] [286] [291] [317] [318] [320] [413] [414] 
•  Medicine: 24 
[12] [17] [35] [50] [90] [100] [107] [121] [132] [133] [146] [213] [215] [246] [281] [287] [288] [298] [29 
9] [306] [307] [308] [376] [377] 
•  Legal matters: 7 
[19] [235] [275] [348] [356] [358] [370] 
•  Construction, mining: 7 
[31] [49] [78] [89] [129] [214] [339] 
•  Transport: 6 
[20] [64] [123] [259] [260] [283] 
•  Nuclear power: 4 
[13] [116] [148] [245] 
7 •  Military applications: 3 
[40] [125] [230] 
•  Chemistry: 6 
[15] [96] [292] [301] [309] [310] 
•  Robotics: 12 
[27] [47] [97] [109] [201] [219] [233] [251] [283] [357] [362] [415] 
•  Economic applications: 15 
[24] [85] [96] [104] [154] [162] [172] [174] [214] [219] [231] [315][322] [326] [330] 
4.2. Classification according to character 
•  Theoretical: 96 
[2][18][21][27][28][34][38][39][42][43][44][52][65][66][70][71][73][82][103][109][118][123][127][ 




•  Practical: 94 
[1][3][5][6][12][16][17][19][23][25][29][31][49][54][58][69][76][77][78][79][85][94][95][96][97][1 




•  Theoretical I practical: 59 
[4][7][9]  [11][13][14][15][26][32][33] [34][45][46][47][51][55][64][80][81][89][98][111][112][113][ 
116][122][135]  [142][ 146] [151][ 155][164][ 169][172][193][206][232] [239][240] [241][259] [267][268 
][273][275][281][284][298][318][331][339][342][353][360][361][363][412][420][423] 
4.3. Classification according to year 
•  1962: 1 
[255] 
•  1966:2 
[91][270] 
•  1967: 1 
[271] 
•  1968:2 
[110][136] 
•  1969: 1 
[89] 
•  1970:4 
[106][149][207][208] 
•  19714: 
[256][257][311][338] 
•  1972: 6 
[59][187][204][225][365][417] 
•  1973: 6 
[60][99][138][157][188][329] 
8 •  1974: 8 
[41][ 158] [170][220]  [237][253] [254] [312] 
•  1975: 3 
[159][313][321] 
•  1976: 3 
[177][295][372] 
•  1977: 2 
[75][211] 
•  1978: 4 
[140][174][194][212] 
•  1980:2 
[195][297] 
•  1981: 2 
[141][169] 
•  1982:2 
[175][198] 
•  1983: 11 
[38][48][71] [112][  113] [139][ 176] [202][324)[334][341] 
•  1984:23 
[9][18) [22] [36] [40][49][56][57][83] [84] [92][103] [117][124][  131] [167][168][178] [323][331] [333] 
[366][423] 
•  1985:20 
[24][77][79][85][93][134][135][148][154][172][173][192][197][243][289][290][294][325][328] 
[337] 
•  1986:27 
[4][6][39] [68][82] [96][101][105][107][118][137][147)[171] [196][222] [226][229] [238] [242] [244] 
[278][300][316][327][345][367][413] 
•  1987:20 
[10][20][44][58][62][78][87][203][214][234)[236][260][261)[264)[268][269][273][291][376][419] 
•  1988: 13 
[14][30][32][37)[63][94][102][199][206][241][275][350][371] 
•  1989:21 
[5][ 17][50](61]  [1 04][115][125][132][142][155][189][216][218] [239] [263] [280][293][298][317] 
[368][416] 
•  1990:22 
[25][53][54] [55] [73] [74] [116][ 120][152] [156) [209][217][230] [252) [276] [279][318][326][339] [340] 
[378][418] 
•  1991: 18 
[95][98][ 111] [119] [150) [160][ 179] [205] [21 0][224][227] [231 ][235][277] [283][322][346][375] 
•  1992:28 
[2][11][12][13][33][43][51][70][86][88][97][146][164][185][215][228][233][258][272][274][282] 
[284][285][301 ][315][330][420][422] 
•  1993: 17 
[45][64][69][114][123][165)[221)[246][259][267][288][307][320)[332][336][348)[358) 
•  1994: 14 
[19][72][90][129][133][143][190][247][287][308)[351][353][359][424] 
9 •  1995: 22 
[1] [8] [7 6] [108][  126] [145] [161][223]  [248] [296][302][304] [305] [352] [354][360]  [361] [370] [377] 
[402][408][410] 
•  1996: 31 
[27] [46] [80] [153] [163][  181]  [182][  183] [191] [193] [265]  [266][303]  [309] [31 0][319]  [362] [363] [374] 
[379]  [380]  [3 81] [382]  [387]  [399] [400] [401] [403] [409] 
•  1997: 23 
[3] [7] [35] [121] [122] [144] [186][200][213]  [219][240][250][292] [306] [314] [355] [364] [369] [373] 
[390][398][404][414] 
•  1998: 39 
[16] [23]  [28] [29] [31][34][42]  [65][66] [67] [81] [109] [162][ 166] [184] [20  1][232][281]  [286] [342][343] 
[347]  [349]  [357]  [383] [384] [385]  [386] [388] [389]  [391] [394] [395] [396][397] [405] [406] [407] [411] 
•  1999: 18 
[15] [47] [52] [100][ 127] [130] [180] [245] [249][251][262] [299][335] [344] [356] [393] [412] [421] 
•  2000: 3 
[128][151][392] 
4.4. Classification according to country 
•  Australia: 9 
[51] [52]  [53][54] [55] [76]  [106]  [366][367] 
•  Belgium: 26 
[23] [120]  [194] [195][21  0] [246]  [347] [348] [349][351]  [352] [353] [354][355][357] [358] [359][360] [361] 
[362]  [363]  [365] [379] [3 89] [390] [391] 
•  Canada:22 
[3] [44]  [87] [123] [144] [145] [182] [183] [200][247][248][249][250]  [259][266][302]  [303]  [373] [374] 
[376][420][424] 
•  China:4 
[88][361][416][422] 
•  Germany: 10 
[49][96][104][111][125][134][151][291][298] [325] 
•  Finland:2 
[116][260] 
•  France: 5 
[36] [97]  [267][268]  [340] 
•  Hong Kong: 1 
[227] 
•  India: 6 
[26] [215]  [216] [262] [264][265] 
•  Israel: 2 
[98][228] 
•  Italy: 3 
[69][71][82] 
•  Japan: 11 
[115] [124][217][218][233][278] [284][309][310][331][335] 
•  Yugoslavia: 1 
[28] 
10 •  Holland: 20 
[63][68][101][102][104][165][189][190][196][197][198][199][205][220][235][257][344][346][369] 
[392] 
•  Poland:8 
[239] [242] [243] [244][317] [318] [320][334] 
•  Romania: 1 
[73] 
•  Russia: 5 
[13][164][191][283][419] 
•  Spain: 1 
[17] 
•  Taiwan: 1 
[45] 
•  UK:9 
[5][89] [119][ 149] [168] [207][252] [279][326] 
•  USA: 132 
[1][2][4][6][7][8][  1  0][  11][12][  14][ 15][16] [19] [23] [25][27][28][29][31][33][34][38][39][40][42] [43][ 
46][47][50][56][57][61][64][65][66][70][77][78][79][80][81][84][85][86][92][93][94][100][103][10 
5][109][111][112][113][114][117][118][121][122][128][131][132][133][135][137][142][143][146][1 
48][  149][  153][  154][155]  [156][ 160] [163][171][172][173] [174][ 175][176] [177][ 178][179][  180][202][ 
203][206][207][208][211][212][212][213][214][219][220][223][224][229][230][232][234][236][240 
] [241] [245] [251]  [265]  [273] [274] [276] [277] [282] [285] [286] [287] [288] [289] [290] [292] [293] [296]  [29 
9][300][301][304][305][306][307][308][314][315][316][319][322][323][327][328][330][333][337][3 
39][341][375][377][378][413][417][418][421][423] 
•  South Korea: 1 
[280] 
4.5. Classification according to language 
•  Chinese:2 
[88] [422] 
•  German:4 
[49][96][291][325] 







][  169] [172][ 173][  174][175][176][  177][178][179][180][181]  [182][  183][183] [184][187][190] [191] [19 
3] [194][  195][  198]  [199] [200][201] [202][203][204][206] [207] [21 0][211][214][215][216][217][218][2 




05] [306][307][308]  [311][312][313] [314][315][316][317] [318][319] [321][322][323][324][326] [327][ 
328] [329] [330] [3 31] [332] [334] [335][337]  [338] [339] [341] [342] [347] [348] [349] [351] [352] [353] [354 
][355][357][358][359][360][361][362][363][365][366][367][368][371][372][373][374][376][377][37 
8] [379] [389] [390] [391 ][392] [412][414][415][416][417] [419] [420][421][423][424][425] 
11 •  French: 3 
[97] [100] [340] 
•  Japanese: 3 
[115][309][310] 
•  Dutch: 17 
[23][63]  [68] [101]  [165]  [189][  196]  [205] [220] [235] [246] [257]  [275] [344] [346] [350] [369] 
•  Russian: 3 
[13][164][283] 
•  Sloven  ian: 1 
[28] 
5. Conclusions 
The purpose of this paper was to analyze the dissemination of decision tables in 
different  areas  of knowledge,  countries  and  languages,  as  well  as  to  determine  the 
orientation (practical or theoretical) of the references. 
In a first step, the interest was concentrated in offering a description of the scope of 
the overview. Then, its evolution was examined. The overview consisted of nearly thousand 
references throughout the past forty years. We  observe that publications are rising and 
there is evidence to confirm the global interest of  decision tables in several domains. 
It was also shown how decision tables provided a  very useful support for  expert 
systems construction and verification, becoming the area of main interest. This is confirmed 
by the extensive literature referring hereto. Decision tables appear to be very well suited to 
conditional logic situations, where expert systems are based. 
The results according to the nature (theoretical/practical) of  the references are well-
balanced: 96 documents are theoretical, while 94 others have a more practical nature. 
According  to  country and language,  English documents  represent 85%  of total, 
which is perfectly logical, given the worldwide use of English as publication language, but 
classification variety is larger when classifYing the documents according to country. The 
importance of the United States as country of origin is striking (47% of total), followed by 
Belgium (9%) and Holland (7%). 
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Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Legal matters 
Unknown 
1991, Holland, Dutch 
[236]  Ozdemirel N., Satir A., "Design ofa decision support system for detailed scheduling", 
Information & Management, vol. 12, nr. 5 (1987) p. 247-256. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Decision support s., production planning 
Unknown 
1987, USA, English 
[237]  Pager D.: Further Results on the Problem of  Finding Minimal Length Programs for 
Decision Tables. JACM 21(2): 207-212 (1974) [DBLP:journalsljacmlPager74] 
Classification:  • Application area:  Programming 
• Character:  Unknown 
• Year, Country, Language:  1974, Unknown, English 
[238]  Panayiotopoulos J.-C., "Decision support system of  the Greek popular lottery", Journal of 
the Operational Research Society, vol. 37, nr. 7 (1986) p. 685-687. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Decision support systems 
Practical 
1986, Greece, English 
[239]  Partyka M., "Application of structural multiple-valued decisions to the CAD and 
artificial intelligence basing on example of  the Quine-McCluskey algorithm of  self-
assigning minimization", AMSE Review (Association for the Advancement of  Modelling 
and Simulation Techniques in Enterprises), vol. 10, nr. 3 (1989) p. 53-63. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Algorithms 
Theoretical! practical 
1989, Poland, English 
[240]  Paszek-A; Knosala-R, "The method ofthe knowledge representation in an expert system 
for metal cutting engineering", Joumal-of-Materials-Processing-Technology. Feb 1997; 
64 (1-3) : 319-326 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Knowledge repres. 
Theoretical/practical 
1997, USA, English 
[241]  Pattipati K, Alexandridis M., "Application of  heuristic search and information theory to 
sequential fault diagnosis", Third Int Symp Intell Control, mEE Service Center, 
Piscataway, NY, USA (1988) p. 291-296. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Applied mathematics, algorithms 
Theoretical! practical 
1988, USA, English 
[242]  Pawlak Z., "Decision table computer",Bull Pol Acad Sci Tech Sci, vol. 34, nr. 9-10 (1986) 
p.591-595. 
42 Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Control systems 
Theoretical 
1986, Poland, English 
[243]  Pawlak Z., "Decision tables and decision algorithms", Bull Pol Acad Sci Tech Sci, vol. 33, 
nr. 9-10 (1985) p. 487-494. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Decision formalisms 
Theoretical 
1985, Poland, English 
[244]  Pawlak Z., "On decision tables", Bull Pol Acad Sci Tech Sci, vol. 34, nr. 9-10 (1986) p. 
563-571. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Control syst., algorithms, dec. formalisms 
Theoretical 
1986, Poland, English 
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Classification:  • Application area: 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
Nuclear power 
Theoretical 
1999, USA, English 
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Classification:  • Application area: 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
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Practical 
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[247]  Peters, D.K, Parnas, D.L., "Generating a Test Oracle from Program Documentation--
work in progress", Proceeding of the 1994 International Symposium on Software Testing 
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Classification:  • Application area: 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
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Practical 
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[248]  Peters, D.K, Generating a Test Oracle from Program Documentation, M.Eng. Thesis, 
Department of  Electrical and Computer Engineering, McMaster University, Hamilton, 
ON (April, 1995). 97 pgs. Also printed as CRL Report 302, McMaster University, CRL, 
TRIO. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
Knowledge representation 
Practical 
1995, Canada, English 
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Classification:  • Application area: 
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Practical 
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Proceedings of  the of  the Third IEEE International Symposium on Requirements 
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Practical 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
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Theoretical 
1999, USA, English 
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Classification:  • Application area: 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
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Practical 
1990, UK, English 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
Programming 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
Programming 
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Classification:  • Application area: 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
Programming 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
Programming 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
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380. 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
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Theoretical I practical 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
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Classification:  • Application area: 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
Control systems, DSS 
Theoretical 
1996, USA, English 
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Practical 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
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Theoretical! practical 
1993, France, English 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
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Theoretical! practical 
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Classification:  • Application area: 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
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Practical 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
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Theoretical/practical 
1987, USA, English 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
Software development 
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1992, USA, English 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
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Theoretical / practical 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
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1990, USA, English 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
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Classification:  • Application area: 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
Control systems 
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1986, Japan, English 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
Software development 
Practical 
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using decision table method and super component concept", Reliability Engineering & 
System Safety, vol. 25, nr. 1 (1989) p. 15-31. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
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Theoretical 
1989, South Korea, English 
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Classification:  • Application area: 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
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Theoretical/practical 
1998, Unknown, English 
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427-444. 
47 Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
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Practical 
1992, USA, English 
[283]  Sarutsyn A. M., Osipov S. I., "Delivery - transfer table", Tyazheloe Mashinostroenie, nr. 
10 (1991) p. 38-39. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Transport, robotics 
Practical 
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[284]  Sasao T., "Optimization of multiple-valued AND-EXOR expressions using multiple-place 
decision diagrams", Proceedings of  The International Symposium on Multiple-Valued 
Logic, IEEE Service Center, Piscataway, NY, USA (1992) p. 451-458. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Applied mathematics 
Theoretical! practical 
1992, Japan, English 
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Research, vol. 30, nr. 10 (1992) p. 2421-2438. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
Control systems, applied mathematics 
Theoretical 
1992, USA, English 
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Classification:  • Application area: 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
Applied mathematics 
Theoretical 
1998, USA, English 
[287]  Schiffinan R., Greenes R., "Improving clinical guidelines with logic and decision table 
techniques: application to hepatitis immunization reco=endations", Medical Decision 
Making 14 (1994) p. 245-254. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Medicine 
Practical 
1994, USA, English 
[288]  Schiffinan R., Leape L., Greenes R., aI., "Translation of  appropriateness criteria into 
practice guidelines: application of decision table techniques to the RAND criteria for 
coronary artery bypass graft", Proc. ofthe Annual Symposium of  Computer Applications 
in Medical Care (1993) p. 248-252. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Medicine 
Practical 
1993, USA, English 
[289]  Schindler M., "Expert systems", Electronic Design, vol. 33, nr. 1 (1985) p. 112-134. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Expert systems, programming 
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1985, USA, English 
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Conference on Robotics and Automation, IEEE Service Center, Piscataway, NY, USA 
(1985) p. 868-872. 
48 Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Algorithms, image processing 
Unknown 
1985, USA, English 
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Informatik: Forschung und Entwicklung, vol. 2, nr. 4 (1987) p. 182-190. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
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Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Control systems, Chemistry 
Practical 
1997, USA, English 
[293]  Schneider,-Karl, "Two Dollar-Saving Search Tips", Online-; v13 n3 p32-34 May 1989 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Control systems 
Theoretical 
1989, USA, English 
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Computer Journal 28(4): 366-371 (1985) [DBLP:journalsicYSchneider85] 
Classification:  • Application area: 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
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1985, Unknown, English 
[295]  Schumacher H., Sevcik KC.: The Synthetic Approach to Decision Table Conversion. 
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Classification:  • Application area: 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
Programming 
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Classification:  • Application area: 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
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Practical 
1995, USA, English 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
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p.871-882. 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
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• Year, Country, Language: 
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1992, USA, English 
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Practical 
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Practical 
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Classification:  • Application area: 
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Practical 
1995, USA, English 
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Control systems, DSS 
Theoretical 
1997, USA, English 
[315]  Sinriech D., Tanchoco J., "Economic model for determining AGV fleet size", International 
Journal of  Production Research, vol. 30, nr. 6 (1992) p. 1255-1268. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Control syst., prod. planning, Ec. applic. 
Theoretical 
1992, USA, English 
[316]  Skipper J., Rieger C., aI., ''Evaluation of  decision-tree rating scales for mental workload 
estimation", Ergonomics, vol. 29, nr. 4 (1986) p. 585-599. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Psychology 
Theoretical 
1986, USA, English 
[317]  Skowron A., "The evidence theory and decision tables", Bulletin of  the European 
Association for Theoretical Computer Science, vol. 39 (1989) p. 199-204. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Applied mathematics 
Theoretical 
1989, Poland, English 
[318]  Skowron A., "The rough sets theory and evidence theory", Fundamenta Informaticae, 
vol. 13, nr. 3 (1990) p. 245-262. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Applied mathematics 
Theoretical! practical 
1990, Poland, English 
[319]  Skowron Andrzej, Polkowski Lech: "Analytical Morphology: Mathematical Morphology of 
Decision Tables". Fundamenta Informaticae 27(213): 255-271 (1996) 
[DBLP:journalslfuinlSkowronP96] 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Knowledge representation 
Theoretical 
1996, USA, English 
[320]  Skowron A., Suraj Z., "A rough set approach to real-time state identification", Bulletin of 
the European Association for Theoretical Computer Science vol.50 (1993) p. 264-275. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Applied mathematics, knowledge repres. 
Theoretical 
1993, Poland, English 
[321]  Smillie K  W., Shave M. J. R.: Converting Decision Tables to Computer Programs. The 
Computer Journal 18(2): 108-111 (1975) [DBLP:journalslcj/SmillieS75] 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Programming 
Unknown 
1975, Unknown, English 
[322]  Smith C., Sage A., "Theory of situation assessment for decision support", Information 
and Decision Technologies, vol. 17, nr. 2 (1991) p. 91-124. 
52 Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Decision support syst., Economic applic. 
Practical 
1991, USA, English 
[323J  Souder R., Leigh W., Damachi N., "Utilization of a decision support system for work 
measurement", Fall Industrial Engineering Conference, American Institute of  Industrial 
Engineers, Inst of  Industrial Engineers, Norcross, GA, USA (1984) p. 437-442. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Decision support s., production planning 
Unknown 
1984, USA, English 
[324J  Srinivasan B.: On the Synthesis of  Decision Tables. CACM 26(2): 135-136 (1983) 
[DBLP:journalsicacmlSrinivasan83J 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Programming 
Unknown 
1983, Unknown, English 
[325J  Stahn H., Schuemann B., "Entscheidungstabellentechnik zur Entwicklung und 
Implementierung von Prozesssteuerungen aufMikrorechnern", MSR MES Steuern 
Regeln, vol. 28, nr. 4 (1985) p. 162-164. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 




[326J  Stein R. D., "Intelligent tax model", Dissertation Univ. Wales, Swansea, UK, (1990). 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
ES, knowledge repres., Economic applic. 
Practical 
1990, UK, English 
[327J  Steudel H., Firchow L., "Expert system for evaluating and selecting computer aided 
process planning systems", American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Production 
Engineering Division (Publication) PED vol. 24, ASME, New York, NY, USA (1986) p. 
287-297. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Expert systems, production planning 
Unknown 
1986, USA, English 
[328]  Steudel H., Toilers G., "Decision table based gnide for evaluating computer aided process 
planning systems", American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Production Engineering 
Division (Publication) PED vol. 19, ASME, New York, NY, USA (1985) p. 109-119. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Production planning 
Unknown 
1985, USA, English 
[329]  Strunz H.: The Development of  Decision Tables via Parsing of  Complex Decision 
Situations. CACM 16(6): 366-369 (1973) [DBLP:journals/cacmlStrunz73J 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Algorithms 
Unknown 
1973, Unknown, English 
[330J  Subramanian G. H., Nosek J., aI., "A comparison ofthe decision table and tree", 
Communications ofthe ACM, vol. 35, nr. 1 (1992) p. 89-94. 
53 Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Decision formalisms, Economic applic. 
Practical 
1992, USA, English 
[331]  Sugimoto M., Fukushima H., "Software diagram description", Japan Annual Reviews in 
Electronics, Computers & Telecommunications, vol. 12 (1984) p. 72-82. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Software development 
Theoretical I practical 
1984, Japan, English 
[332]  Sugiura A., Riesenhuber M., Koseki Y.: Comprehensibility Improvement of Tabular 
Knowledge Bases. AAAI 1993: 716-721 [DBLP:conf/aaailSugiuraRK93] 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Knowledge repres. 
Unknown 
1993, Unknown, English 
[333]  Swaim J., Sink S., "Decision support system development for the multi-factor 
productivity measurement model", Fall Industrial Engineering Conference, American 
Institute of  Industrial Engineers, Inst ofIndustrial Engineers, Norcross, GA, USA (1984) 
p.310-317. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Decision support systems 
Unknown 
1984, USA, English 
[334]  Swiniarski R., "Decision table technique application to real-time microprocessor-based 
controllers", Systems Science, vol. 9, nr. 4 (1983) p. 51-64. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Control systems 
Theoretical 
1983, Poland, English 
[335]  Sydney_  VisLab,  "MineSet User's Guide", Chapter 14 Inducing and Visualizing the 
Decision Table, Decision Table Visualiser, SydneyVisLab, 1999. Available at 
http://techpubs.sgi.comllibrary/dynaweb_binlebt-binl0620/nph-
infosrch.cgilinfosrchtpllSGCEndU  serlMineSet_  UG/@lnfoSearch_BookTextView/17611 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Knowledge representation 
Practical 
1999, United States, English 
[336]  Tanaka M., Aoyama N., aI., "Integration of  multiple knowledge representation 
classification problems", Proc. ofthe 1993 IEEE, p. 448-449. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Knowledge representation, tools 
Unknown 
1993, Japan, English 
[337]  Tatsuoka,-Kikumi-K.; Yamamoto,-Kentaro, "Application of  Component Scoring to a 
Complicated Cognitive Domain". 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Control systems 
Practical 
1985, USA, English 
[338]  Terrine G.: An Algorithm Generating the Decision Table of  a Deterministic Bottom Up 
Parser for a Subset of  Context Free Grammars. STOC 1971: 185-205 
[DBLP:conf/stoc/Terrine71] 
54 Classification:  + Application area: 
+ Character: 
+ Year, Country, Language: 
Algorithms 
Unknown 
1971, Unknown, English 
[339]  Thewalt C., Moskowitz D., "Automated text generation for building standards", Journal 
of Computing in Civil Engineering, vol. 4, nr. 1 (1990) p. 20-36. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Knowledge representation, construction 
Theoretical / practical 
1990, USA, English 
[340]  Thomas J. B., "Les systemes experts et la mecanique", Revue Francaise de Mecanique, 
nr. 2 (1990) p. 63-76. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Expert systems 
Unknown 
1990, France, French 
[341]  Tien J., ''Decision support model for forecasting census levels in an interactive multi-
facility system", Proceedings ofthe International Conference on Systems, Man and 
Cybernetics, IEEE Service Cent, Piscataway, NY, USA (1983) p. 855-858. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Decision support systems 
Unknown 
1983, USA, English 
[342]  Ti=ermans, H.J.P. (1998), Geografische analyses en beslissingstabellen, Beyond, 3, pp. 
28-29. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Unknown 
Unknown 
1998, Holland, English 
[343]  Tomalin-BJ; Kyle-R, "Subsistence and recreational mussel (Perna perna) collecting in 
kwazulu-Natal, South Africa: Fishing mortality and precautionary management", South-
African-Journal-of-Zoology. Jan 1998; 33 (1) : 12-22 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Control systems 
Theoretical / practical 
1998, Unknown, English 
[344]  Uniform, Universal Formal Methods Workbench, Elementary Method "Decision Table 
Technique" (DTAB) 4.13 Elementarmethode "Entscheidungstabellentec nik" (ETAB) 
1999 Available at URL: www.informatik.uni-bremen.del-uniformlgd  ... hods/m-dtab.htm 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 




[345]  Van Dijk J., "Mogelijkheden en beperkingen van expert systems", Maandblad voor 
Accountancy en Bedrijfshuishoudkunde, vol. 60, nr. 7 (1986) p. 279-294. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Expert systems 
Unknown 
1986, Holland, Dutch 
[346]  Van Loo L., "Op weg naar de toekomst: informatica voor het MEAO; deel2: 
schematechnieken", Wolters-Noordhoff, Groningen (1991) 177 p. 
55 Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Decision formalisms 
Theoretical 
1991, Holland, Dutch 
[347]  Van den Acker C., VanthienenJ., "The Need for a New Approach for the Audit of Expert 
Systems: Belgian Evidence", The New Review of  Applied Expert Systems, Volume 4, pp. 
79-90, 1998. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Expert systems, knowledge repres. 
Practical 
1998, Belgium, English 
[348]  Vanbuggenhout T., Vanthienen J., Schepers J., aI., "The decision table technique as a 
part of a computer supported procedure oflegal drafting", Legal Knowledge Based 
Systems, Koninklijke Vermande BV, Lelystad (1993) p. 71-80. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Legal matters, expert systems 
Practical 
1993, Belgium, English 
[349]  Vanthienen-J; Mues-C; Aerts-A, "An illustration ofverification and validation in the 
modelling phase ofKBS development", Data-and-Knowledge-Engineering. Oct 11998; 27 
(3) : 337-352 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Knowledge representation 
Theoretical 
1998, Belgium, English 
[350]  Vanthienen J., "Een moderne kijk op beslissingstabellen", Informatie, vol. 30, nr. 12 
(1988) p. 912-937. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Decision formalisms 
Theoretical 
1988, Belgium, Dutch 
[351]  Vanthienen J., "A more general comparison ofthe decision table and tree", 
Communications of  the ACM, vol. 37, nr. 2 (1994) p. 109-113. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Decision formalisms 
Practical 
1994, Belgium, English 
[352]  Vanthienen J., Aerts A., Mues C., Wets G., "A modelling approach to KBS verification", 
EUROVAV (1995) Chambery (France). 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Decision modeling, expert systems 
Theoretical 
1995, Belgium, English 
[353]  Vanthienen J., Dries E., "Illustration of  a decision table tool for specifYing and 
implementing knowledge based systems", International Journal on Artificial Intelligence 
Tools, vol. 3, nr. 2 (1994) p.267-288. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Knowledge representation, expert systems 
Theoretical / practical 
1994, Belgium, English 
[354]  Vanthienen J., Dries E., "Restructuring and SimplifYing Rule Bases", Proceedings 
Seventh Inti Conference on Tools with Artificial Intelligence (ICTAl '95), November 5-8, 
1995, Herndon (VA), pp. 484-485. 
56 Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Decision formalisms, expert systems 
Theoretical 
1995, Belgium, English 
[355]  Vanthienen-Jan; Dries-Elke; Keppens-Jeroen, Clustering knowledge in tabular 
knowledge bases, KUL. Departement toegepaste economische wetenschappen. 
Onderzoeksrapport; 9712 Publisher, KUL. Departement toegepaste economische 
wetenschappen, Leuven, 1997, 13 bl. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Decision formalisms 
Theoretical 
1997, Belgium, English 
[356]  Vanthienen J., Moreno Garcia A.M: "nlustrating Knowledge Base Restructuring and 
Verification in a real world application", Validation and Verification of Knowledge Based 
Systems. Theory, Tools and practice, Ed. Vermesan A and Coenen F., Kluwer Academic 
Publishers, pp. 177-192. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Knowledge representation, Legal matters 
Practical 
1999, Belgium, English 
[357]  Vanthienen-J; Mues-C; Wets-G; Delaere-K, "A tool-supported approach to inter-tabular 
verification", Expert-Systems-With-Applications. Oct-Nov 1998; 15 (3-4): 277-285 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Knowledge representation, AI, robotics 
Theoretical 
1998, Belgium, English 
[358]  Vanthienen J., Robben F.: "Developing Legal Knowledge Based Systems Using Decision 
Tables". ICAIL 1993: 282-291 [DBLP:conflicaiWanthienenR93) 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Knowledge representation, Legal matters 
Theoretical 
1993, Belgium, English 
[359)  Vanthienen J., Wets G., "From decision tables to expert system shells", Data & 
Knowledge Engineering, vol. 13, nr. 3 (1994) p. 265-282. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Expert systems, knowledge repres. 
Theoretical 
1994, Belgium, English 
[360)  Vanthienen J., Wets G., "Integration ofthe decision table formalism with a relational 
database environment", Information Systems, vol. 20, nr. 7 (1995) p. 595-616. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Databases, decision support systems 
Theoretical! practical 
1995, Belgium, English 
[361]  Vanthienen J., Wets G., Chen G., "Recent advances in the development and consultation 
of  knowledge based systems using decision tables", IntI Conf  on Information and 
Knowledge Engineering (ICIK), Dalian, China (1995) p. 4-7. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Knowledge repr., decision support syst. 
Theoretical! practical 
1995, Belgium, English 
[362)  Vanthienen-J; Wets-G; Chen-GQ, "Incorporating fuzziness in the classical decision table 
formalism", International-Journal-of-Intelligent-Systems. Nov 1996; 11 (11) : 879-891 
57 Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Knowledge repres., DSS, AI, robot. 
Theoretical 
1996, Belgium, English 
[363]  Vanthienen-Jan; Wijsen-Jef, On the decomposition of  tabular knowledge systems, KUL. 
Departement toegepaste economische wetenschappen. Onderzoeksrapport ; 9604, KUL. 
Departement toegepaste economische wetenschappen, Leuven, 1996, 12 p 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Knowledge representation 
TheoreticallPractical 
1996, Belgium, English 
[364]  Verhelle M., Vanthienen J., "An overview of decision table literature, 1982-1995", 
Publisher: Leuven : Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Series: Onderzoeksrapport ; nr. 
9677, 1996 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Knowledge repres., ES 
Theoretical 
1997, Belgium, English 
[365]  Verhelst M.: The Conversion of  Limited-Entry Decision Tables to Optimal and Near-
Optimal Flowcharts: Two New Algorithms. CACM 15(11): 974-980 (1972) 
[DBLP:journals/cacmNerhelst72] 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Algorithms 
Unknown 
1972, Belgium, English 
[366]  Vessey I., Weber R., "Conditional statements and program coding: an experimental 
evaluation", International Journal of  Man-Machine Studies, vol. 21, nr. 2 (1984) p. 161-
190. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Programming, programming languages 
Theoretical 
1984, Australia, English 
[367]  Vessey I., Weber R., "Structured tools and conditional logic: an empirical investigation", 
Communications ofthe ACM, vol. 29, nr. 1 (1986) p. 48-57. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Decision formalisms 
Practical 
1986, Australia, English 
[368]  Vidomenko V., "Automated design and functional simulation of networks in formatted 
natural language", Avtomatika i Vychislitel'naya Tekhnika, vol. 23, nr. 5 (1989) p. 1-7. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Data communication 
Unknown 
1989, Unknown, English 
[369]  VNU BPA, "Bloor: Rapid application development" - maandag 24 februari 1997 
"Rapportennieuws Bloor: Rapid application development", VNU BPA, Amsterdam-
Available at http://www.computable.nl/artikels/rapporte/r07fr7ux.htm 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Knowledge repres. 
Practical 
1997, Holland, English 
[370]  Voermans W., "Think: 3-2 Jurix report", http://itkwww.kub.nl:2080/itk/docs/think/3-
21cfrep2.html 
58 Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Legal matters 
Practical 
1995, Holland, Dutch 
[371]  Vol'skii V., "Choice of best alternatives on directed graphs and tournaments", 
Avtomatika i Telemekhanika, Vol. 49,  nr. 3 (1988)  p.267-278. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Choice procedures 
Unknown 
1988, Unknown, English 
[372]  Vollheim, Edward L. "How to use decision tables and flow charts" (book), 
Pub.Wappingers Falls, N.Y.: GoldliefReproductions, 1976. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Programming 
Practical 
1976, United States, English 
[373]  Vulanovic, 1., von Mohrenschildt, M., "A Grand Table Interface 
SpecificationlDeveloper'slUser's Guide", CRL Report 352, McMaster University, NSERC, 
CRL, August 1997. At http://ece.eng.mcmaster.caJfaculty/mohrens/GTlIgti.html 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Knowledge representation 
Practical 
1997, Canada, English 
[374]  Wang M.H., "Program Functions and Abstraction Functions for the TTP Table Holder", 
CRL Report 325 & 326, McMaster University, CRL, TRIO, July 1996. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Knowledge representation 
Practical 
1996, Canada, English 
[375]  Wang P., "Parsing algorithm for line-drawing pattern recognition", Proceedings ofSPIE-
The International Society for Optical Engineering, vol. 1384, Int Soc for Optical 
Engineering, Bellingham, WA, USA. (1991) p. 68-74. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Algorithms 
Practical 
1991, USA, English 
[376]  Wartak J., Fenna D., aI., "Diagnostic evaluation of  chest pain using decision tables", 
Computers in Cardiology, IEEE Service Center, Piscataway, NY, USA (1987) p. 235-237. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Medicine 
Practical 
1987, Canada, English 
[377]  Wears L., Stenklyft R., "Using decision tables to verify the logical consistency and 
completeness of  clinical guidelines: fevers without sources in children under age three 
years", http://solaris.ckm.  ucsf.edu:80811originals/SAEMabs/z.abs103.html 
Classification:  ~ Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Medicine 
Practical 
1995, USA, English 
[378]  Weiss,-Edmond-H., ''Visualizing a Procedure with Nassi-Schneiderman Charts", Journal-
of-Technical-Writing-and-Communication; v20 n3 p237-54 1990 
59 Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Knowledge representation 
Theoretical 
1990, USA, English 
[379]  Wets Geert, Witlox Frank. -Applying fuzzy decision tables to evaluate potential location 
sites. - In: EFDAN'96: European workshop on fuzzy decision analysis for management, 
planning and optimization, may 21-22, 1996, Dortmund, Germany I Felix R. [edit.], 
Dortmund, ICD Informatik Centrum Dortmund, 1996, p. 35-40 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Knowledge repres. 
Practical 
1996, Belgium, English 
[380]  Wets Geert, Witlox Frank, Timmermans Harry, Vanthienen Jan. - Choice modeling by 
means of  fuzzy decision tables. -In: EUFIT'96: Fourth European Congres on Intelligent 
Techniques and Soft Computing, Aachen, Germany, september 2-5, 1996: proceedings I 
Zimmermann Hans-Jiirgen [edit.], Aachen, Verlag Mainz, 1996, 2, p. 1335-1339 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Knowledge repres. 
Practical 
1996, Belgium, English 
[381]  Wets Geert, Witlox Frank, Timmermans Harry, Vanthienen Jan. - Locational choice 
modelling using fuzzy decision tables. - In: 1996 Biennal Conference of the North 
American Fuzzy Information Processing Society: June 19-22, 1996, Berkeley, California, 
USA I Smith Michael H. [edit.], e.a., Berkeley, Calif., University of  California, 1996, p. 
80-84 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Knowledge repres. 
Practical 
1996, Belgium, English 
[382]  Wets, G., Witlox, F., Timmermans, H.J.P. and Vanthienen, J. (1996), A Fuzzy Decision 
Table Approach for Business Site Selection. In: Proceedings of  the Fifth IEEE 
International Conference on Fuzzy Systems, FUZZ-IEEE '96, New Orleans, Louisiana, 8-
11 September 1996, pp. 1605-1610. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Knowledge repres. 
Practical 
1996, Belgium, English 
[383]  Wets, G., Timmermans, H.J.P. and Vanthienen, J. (1998), Managing the Complexity of 
Decision Tables. Paper presented at the 5th Recent Advances in Retailing and Services 
Science Conference, Baveno, Italy, August 25-28 1998. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Knowledge repres. 
Practical 
1998, Belgium, English 
[384]  Wets, Vanthienen J. and Timmermans H. (1998). Modelling decision tables from data, 
The Second Pacific-Asia Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (ed. 
Springer Verlag), Melbourne, Australia, April 15-17, pp. 412-413. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Knowledge repres. 
Practical 
1998, Belgium, English 
[385]  Wets Geert, Vanthienen Jan, Van den Bossche Filip, Witlox Frank. - Onderzoek naar de 
toepasbaarheid van (vage) beslissingstabellen bij de evaluatie van vestigingsfactoren bij 
petrochemische bedrijven in de omgeving van de Antwerpse haven. - In: Planologische 
diskussiebijdragen 1998: thema: Plannen met water, Delft, Stichting Planologische 
Discussiedagen, 1998, p. 363-371 
60 Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Knowledge repres. 
Practical 
1998, Belgium, English 
[386]  Wets, J. Vanthienen and H. Timmermans (1997). "Beslissingstabellen in 
kennissystemen: Het toevoegen van kennisontginning en vage concepten aan het 
Beslissingstabellenformalisme", Contactgroep Beleidsinformatica Leuven 97/2, pp. 1-23. 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Knowledge repres. 
Practical 
1998, Belgium, English 
[387]  Wets Geert, Witlox Frank, Timmermans Harry, Vanthienen Jan. - A fuzzy decision table 
approach for business site selection. - In: FUZZ-IEEE'96: proceedings of  the fifth IEEE 
International Conference on Fuzzy Systems, september 8-11, 1996, New Orleans, 
Louisiana, s.l., IEEE, 1996, p. 1605-1610 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
Knowledge repres. 
Practical 
1996, Belgium, English 
[388]  Wets, G. "Decision tables in knowledge-based systems: adding knowledge discovery and 
fuzzy concepts to the decision table formalism", 1998 
Classification:  • Application area: 
• Character: 
• Year, Country, Language: 
DSS, Knowledge repres. 
Theoretical 
1998, Belgium, English 
[389]  Wets G.; F. Deleus; J. Vanthienen, "Consultation of  fuzzy decision tables to allow flexible 
decision-making", Publisher: Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Series: Onderzoeksrapport 
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